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THE MATH AROUND A FRESH MULTIYEAR HIGH FOR THE SP500
We think its appropriate to really consider the implications of this fresh multiyear high recently registered for the SP500.  The bottom
line to recognize is that when the SPX breaks out to a two year high for the first time in 6 months - like it just did on August
24th - returns are extraordinarily robust.  Gains average almost +14% one year out.  Of the 24 signals registered since 1927, all 24
produced positive returns, an astounding phenomenon from our perspective. Its important to recognize the significance of path
dependence when considering an objectively robust trend following signal like this recent signal. With that in mind we attempted to
consider "Where's the Stop?". 

A few points to make here:

A trend following signal that has successfully anticipated gains that average +14% one year out and has been 24 for 24 over the
entire history of the data set deserves to be respected and not rejected out of hand. (The base case needs to be Bullish.)
The worst drawdown of similar signals for the first few months equalled -6.96%.  We suspect that is a fair measure of the real
near term risk. (Bruised but not Broken)
The highest returns measured for the first few months equalled +10.17%. (Melt up)

 

What if this is indeed a False Breakout?

A decline of -7% or more would clearly indicate a False Breakout - as it would exceed the worst outcome of the historical
experience which has robustly indicated SPX strength over the next 12 months.
A decline of -7% would trigger what has been a reliable cautionary signal for us - namely a break of the one year moving average
- which comes in at 2685 at the moment.
A decline of -7% would also represent a decisive break of the uptrend established in February of 2016.

 

We suspect this breakout will not be false, but remain cognizant of the many risks this market is balancing.  We expect the SP500 to
be +14% higher in 12 months - which corresponds to 3275.  A break of 2685 will likely suggest a false break out and the need to
consider a defensive stop. Please scroll down to see the charts and studies that underly our expectations below, and let us know if
you'd like to schedule a time to speak.



A trend following signal that has successfully anticipated gains that average +14% one year out and has been 24 for 24 over the entire
history of the data set deserves to be respected and not rejected out of hand. (The base case needs to be Bullish.)



The worst drawdown of similar signals for the first few months equalled -6.96%.  We suspect that is a fair measure of the real
near term risk. (Bruised but not Broken)
The highest returns measured for the first few months equalled +10.17%. (Melt up)

A decline of -7% or more would clearly indicate a False Breakout - as it would exceed the worst outcome of the historical
experience which has robustly indicated SPX strength over the next 12 months.
A decline of -7% would trigger what has been a reliable cautionary signal for us - namely a break of the one year moving average
- which comes in at 2685 at the moment.



A decline of -7% would also represent a decisive break of the uptrend established in February of 2016.
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Important Disclosure
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be reliable, but Nautilus does not guarantee their reliability. The information contained herein has not been independently
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No representation is being made that any investment will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown
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